Summary of technology depicted in “Living the Smart Life”

“Living the Smart Life” was designed to blend three types of technology into Rusty's daily experience. Many of the products demonstrated are already commercially available, some are in the research and development stage, and some are concepts that are part of AbleLink's vision for the future.

1. Picture & Audio Email - currently available as part of AbleLink's Endeavor Desktop software. Pricing for Endeavor Desktop is based on the configuration (number of administrators, users, and modules) and ranges from $125 to $1299 per unit.

2. Video calling - This product is called Visual Ace and is still in development. It will be added as a module for Endeavor Desktop once it is released.

3. Home sensors/safety alert - This is still in development and has been a part of research projects with home-based sensor companies. The technology has yet to be integrated with mobile devices.

4. Picture & Audio Cell Phone - currently available as a program called Pocket ACE, which can be added to the Community Integration Suite. A Phone Edition of the Pocket Endeavor Suite is also available, geared for higher-functioning users. The "Phone Edition" option adds $100 to the cost of the software suite.

5. Picture & Audio GPS Navigation - currently available as a program called WayFinder, which can be purchased as a stand-alone program or added to one of the handheld suites. WayFinder software is $799.

6. Audio ATM interface - This is a future goal project that is not currently in development.

7. Picture & Audio Task Prompting - currently available on the iPad as Visual Impact ($49.99), and on Windows Mobile SmartPhones as Visual Assistant ($499). The same functionality is also available as a module for Endeavor Desktop software.

8. Audio Book Reader - currently available on handheld devices as Rocket Reader, which can be purchased as a stand-alone program or added to one of the handheld suites. Rocket Reader software is $199. The same functionality for the desktop is in development, and will be added as a module for Endeavor Desktop once it is released.

9. Picture & Audio Scheduling - currently available on handheld devices as Schedule Assistant, which is included as part of both the Community Integration Suite and the Pocket Endeavor Suite. The same functionality is currently in development for both the iPad and for Endeavor Desktop.

10. Remote Desktop Management - This functionality is currently available as part of the Administrator ("SmartStation") versions of Endeavor Desktop.

11. Accessible TV/DVD interface - This is a future goal project that is not currently in development.